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At Spate, we analyze over 10 billion search signals to identify which beauty products are most top of mind for 

consumers. This report highlights the trends that have spiked in March due to new stay-at-home 

lifestyle changes.

Why search data? Every time a user types a query into the search bar, they are sharing what is top of mind for 

them — often including concerns, questions, and context they might not share elsewhere. Spate captures billions 

of queries that project an unbiased lens on real consumer behaviors and needs.

The goal of this report to help brands identify emerging consumer needs, and act accordingly. This report 

spotlights niche trends to help you get ahead of early behaviors. 

We look forward to hearing your feedback.

Thank you,

Olivier and Yarden, co-founders of Spate

INTRO



Unsupervised machine 

learning to identify patterns

Trends classification for 

insights and implications

+10B beauty related 

search signals in the US

METHODOLOGY



CLUSTERING EXPLAINED

SUSTAINED DECLINERS SEASONAL DECLINERS

SUSTAINED RISERS SEASONAL RISERS RISING STARS

FALLING STARS

To identify top trends, we categorize Spate data into six different clusters based on similar trend behaviors.



SUSTAINED RISERS

Steady growth over 

the past years, these 

trends are safe bets

SEASONAL RISERS

Seasonal trends that 

are likely to come 

back even stronger

RISING STARS

Sudden growth within 

the past months, these 

trends are riskier



RISING STARS

Trends per category ranked by volume:

This report focuses on rising stars — trends that show high, accelerated growth in a short amount of time. The 

rising star cluster enables us to identify new trends that are emerging or growing due to stay-at-home lifestyle 

changes. It’s important to note that rising star trends are risky by nature, as they typically signify media trends or 

fads. Covid-19, however, has impacted consumer lifestyles in a drastic way that will have long-lasting implications 

for ongoing stay-at-home and work-from-home routines — which makes it more important than ever to act fast 

on rising star trends.

SKIN CARE

Trend Growth

+438.4%

+101.9%

+378.5%

+606.4%

hand soap 

skin care fridge

body wipes

hand mask

HAIR CARE

GrowthTrend

+50.2%

+102.3%

+362.6%

+182.3%

+190.6%

+54.9%

hair mask 

hair bleach

hair clippers

root touch up

hair developer

scalp mask

MAKEUP

GrowthTrend

+1000%

+50.6%

+118.8%

magnetic lash liner 

soap brows

cream bronzer

Source: Google Search data, month-over-

month growth comparing March 2020 vs 

February 2020 (US).



RISING STARS SPOTLIGHT

SKIN CARE HAIR CARE MAKEUP



RISING STARS SPOTLIGHT

SKIN CARE HAIR CARE MAKEUP



SKIN CARE SPOTLIGHT

HAND MASK

HOW BIG IS THIS TREND

Low Volume
8.6K average monthly searches

HOW COMPETITIVE IS THE SPACE?

1.6K average brand searches
Medium Competition

WHO OWNS THE MARKET SHARE?

4 market leaders
Few Market Leaders

RELATED SEARCHES:

Questions Claims

diy

best

review

how to make

how to use

Search Volume 
(Average monthly)

Search Volume 
(Average monthly)

465

340

220

50

30

110

90

70

25

25

20

15

Ingredients Search Volume 
(Average monthly)

40

15

10

honey

collagen

charcoal

Retailers Search Volume 
(Average monthly)

220

20

sephora

amazon Brands Search Volume 
(Average monthly)

1060

135

120

90

70

aveeno

holler and glow

mediheal

nature republic

rolanjona

moisturizing

glowing

peeling

dry

wrinkles

whitening

repair

SPATE POV:

STATS:

606.4% 
MONTH-OVER-MONTH 
GROWTH

Hand care is the new 
self care. Whether 
they’re making up for 
missed manis, or 
dealing with the 
aftermath of washing 
their hands 24/7, 
consumers are focusing 
on their hands. Beyond 
masks, which other skin 
care trends can be re-
invented for hands?
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RISING STARS SPOTLIGHT

SKIN CARE HAIR CARE MAKEUP



HAIR CARE SPOTLIGHT

SCALP MASK

RELATED SEARCHES:

Questions

diy

best

homemade

Search Volume 
(Average monthly)

Search Volume 
(Average monthly)

360

320

265

2615

535

370

150

90

90

70

70

40

Ingredients Search Volume 
(Average monthly)

30

10

monoi

keratin

Routine Search Volume 
(Average monthly)

100

70

daily

at home

dry

itchy

oily

dandruff

natural hair

conditioning

flaky

hydrating

hair loss

STATS:
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HOW BIG IS THIS TREND

Low Volume
3.9K average monthly searches

HOW COMPETITIVE IS THE SPACE?

340 average brand searches
Very Low Competition

WHO OWNS THE MARKET SHARE?

no market leaders
Very Few Market Leaders

Claims

Search Volume 
(Average monthly)

100

90

90

60

kristin ess

tresemme

yes to

grow gorgeous

Brands

2/1/188/1/17 8/1/18 2/1/19 8/1/19 2/1/20

SPATE POV:

Hair care has the highest 
number of emerging 
trends due to stay-at-
home. While most are 
related to color and cuts, 
hair treatments such as 
masks are also gaining 
interest. Use this time to 
educate consumers on 
scalp care and create 
routines that will go 
beyond 2020.

54.9% 
MONTH-OVER-MONTH 
GROWTH



RISING STARS SPOTLIGHT

SKIN CARE HAIR CARE MAKEUP



MAKEUP SPOTLIGHT

CREAM BRONZER

HOW BIG IS THIS TREND

Low Volume
4.1K average monthly searches

HOW COMPETITIVE IS THE SPACE?

321.7 average brand searches
Very Low Competition

WHO OWNS THE MARKET SHARE?

no market leaders
Very Few Market Leaders

best

drugstore

highlighter

Search Volume 
(Average monthly)

890

430

10

Search Volume 
(Average monthly)

260

61

sonia kashuk

too faced

Brands

RELATED SEARCHES:STATS:

SPATE POV:

Makeup… sigh. Last year wasn’t your year, and neither is 2020 — but there are still pockets of 
opportunity. Cream bronzer is currently being touted as an alternative for getting the sun-kissed 
look, but will this trend last once consumers head back to the beach? Maybe not, but now is cream 
bronzer’s moment to shine so make sure to highlight and position relevant products, accordingly. 
Lack of related searches demonstrate that consumers are still in the early stages of awareness for 
cream bronzers. The category is still up for grabs, so be the brand to educate consumers and 
generate awareness for this solution.

2/1/188/1/17 8/1/18 2/1/19 8/1/19 2/1/20
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SPATE POV
Rising star trends are high risk, but can offer high returns. Consider two areas when exploring these niche, high-

growth trends: (1) trend viability, and (2) your brand's ability to act on the trend.

Trend Viability. With Covid-19 and stay-at-home, there are a variety of needs. Hygiene (ie handwashing) being 

an important one, and alternative solutions (ie hair coloring, manicure kits, self tanners) being another. The 

duration of stay-at-home is long enough to create new habits, so consider whether or not consumers are 

building the product experience into their daily or weekly routine. For less frequent experiences, such as hair 

color, consider the value that the new solution is adding — whether it’s (1) cheaper, given the current economic 

state, or (2) more convenient, given the new work-from-home capabilities for certain audiences.

Brand Suitability. Explore whether you can position your existing products to align with a trend. If not, explore 

content options (DIY/education) to build brand equity. Note: don’t stress — consumers are currently searching 

whether they should use foot masks on their hands, so they’re not asking for too much… yet. But they will be 

expecting more soon enough, so acting fast requires a product dev team that can innovate on new iterations 

(i.e. combining with an ingredient trend, such as niacinamide). 

Consumer behavior will continue to evolve, and Spate will continue to monitor these changes. Stay tuned for 

our next report on the top sustained trends.



www.spate.nyc   

Request a free custom 

report today.


